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Car rentals are a great option whether you are out on a family vacation or a business trip. They are
quite convenient in terms of services and prices. You can actually save a lot of money and time on
your commuting in and around New York. While some car rentals in New York are very prompt in
their timings and services and guarantee what they promise, there are other companies who do not
have a good reputation yet continue in their business since there is always a great demand for car
rentals in NYC. Reputed car rental service providers have all the facilities and skilled drivers to
provide you with flexible and tailor made packages.

Car Rental Features:

To make your travel comfortable, safe and enjoyable, call (212) 222-8500 and experience a host of
features such as

â€¢	A wide range of vehicle fleet

â€¢	Compact, midsize, full size, cargo van, economy, SUV options

â€¢	5, 7 and 15 passenger seat vehicles

â€¢	All vehicles are fitted with seat belts, a/c, car heater and radio

â€¢	Great deals for corporate hire, airport transfer

â€¢	Professional solutions

â€¢	Flexibility to customise your car rental facilities

â€¢	Self drive services

â€¢	Comfortable

â€¢	Safe

â€¢	Timely services

â€¢	Competitive prices

Tips on How to Choose a Car:

Different types of cars and wide variety of features can actually leave you confused and spending
more. When choosing car rentals New York services, make sure that your service provider offers
you the flexibility of customizing your services to suit your specific requirements. Here are some tips
on how to make your choices very carefully.

â€¢	Choose a vehicle with only the required number of seats.

â€¢	Customise the facilities depending upon your travel, such as pick up and drop time, choice of a/c
or heater depending upon the climate.
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â€¢	Trained drivers who know the city in and out.

â€¢	Appropriate insurance coverage.

Call (212) 222-8500:

For prompt and high quality car rental services contact (212) 222-8500. Car rental services are
available throughout New York City. They are available for almost all purposes such as business
events, airport transfers, sightseeing, cargo transport, etc. Reputed car rental providers are known
to provide uninterrupted services. Knowledgeable staff and courteous drivers will ensure that you
travel in comfort without worrying about directions and timely arrivals and departures. Car rentals
NYC offices are easily accessible through email and phone as well offices at convenient locations.
They also offer advance bookings and on the spot bookings at very competitive prices
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Orbit is a a Car rentals New York & overseas of company a car rentals NYC to international
destinations by ocean shipping or air to the company of passenger van rentals. Orbit does moving
& storage freight include overseas removal services.
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